Local Government Fellowship

MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL EXECUTIVES
YEAR LONG FELLOWSHIP FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT PROFESSIONALS

The MME annually offers two Fellowship opportunities to MPA students enrolled at one of our partnering universities. Fellows will serve for one year under a Municipal Executive at a Michigan municipality. The Fellow will be given a mix of daily assignments as well as special projects that will develop their skills as a public administrator. The program requires a weekly commitment of 20-25 hours per week on average. During the yearlong program, Fellows will be paid through the host community at a rate of $12,000 annually. Below is a timeline of the program:

- **January** - Host communities submit applications to the MME.
- **February** - List of host communities is shared with the partnering universities. Student applications for the program are accepted.
- **March** - Student applications are due and reviewed. Interviews are conducted. Offers are made to the selected Fellows.
- **May** - Student begins their one year of service.

**Requirements**

Must be currently enrolled in an MPA program at one of the following universities:

- Eastern Michigan University
- Central Michigan University
- Grand Valley Michigan University
- Northern Michigan University
- Wayne Michigan University
- Oakland University

Interest in a career in local government management

For more Information, contact: Aaron Desentz  p. 517.589.8236  e. desentz@cityofleslie.org